Garden Picnic
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Flower Cutouts

Decorate your picnic with these fun flower cutouts!

Instructions

• Print flower template on colored paper and cutout shapes or trace shapes on to colored paper.
• Layer different shapes to make flowers.
• Use tape to stick layers together.
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Flower Coloring Page

Color in flowers and cut out to decorate your perfect picnic!
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Origami Butterfly Instructions

1. Fold along the dash line and unfold

2. Fold along the dash line and unfold

3. 

4. Push side creases in as the top folds down to create triangular form

5. 

6. Flip whole structure over

7. 

8. Flip whole structure over

9. 

10. 

11. 
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Butterfly Cutouts

Color in butterflies and cut out to decorate your perfect picnic!
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Origami Paper
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